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Introduction
In functional neuroimaging studies, older adults (OAs) tend to
show greater activity (over-recruitment) than younger adults,
an effect that is often attributed to functional compensation
(Cabeza 2002; Hedden and Gabrieli 2004; Park and ReuterLorenz 2009). Despite the popularity of this compensation
account, the underlying neural mechanisms of overrecruitment in OAs are largely unknown. Here, we propose
and test a hypothesis inspired by rodent electrophysiological
evidence showing that when number of afferent ﬁbers within a
circuit decreases with age, the ﬁbers that remain show an
increase in synaptic ﬁeld potentials (Barnes and McNaughton
1980; Burke and Barnes 2010). This ﬁnding suggests that
neurons compensate for an age-related loss of local connectivity with greater synaptic responsiveness (i.e., “less wiring,
more ﬁring”). Extrapolating these animal ﬁndings to systemlevel measures in humans, we hypothesized that greater
© The Author 2013. Published by Oxford University Press. All rights reserved.
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activity in older OAs may compensate for a decline in whitematter integrity in speciﬁc brain circuits. To test this hypothesis, we measured neural activity using functional MRI (fMRI),
assessed white-matter integrity using diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI), and looked for negative correlations between these DTI
and fMRI measures (i.e., as white-matter integrity declines,
fMRI activity should be greater).
To specify the location of these negative fMRI-DTI correlations, we focused on a cognitive task, source memory, which
declines with aging and has been associated with the deterioration of 2 principal brain regions, the prefrontal cortex (PFC)
and the medial temporal lobes (MTL) (Daselaar and Cabeza
2008). Importantly, the relative contributions of these 2
regions to source memory deﬁcits in OAs show large individual differences, which can be detected with neuropsychological tests. Factor analyses of neuropsychological test batteries
have shown that variability in age-related source memory
decline can be explained by 2 quasi-orthogonal factors: an “executive” factor linked to PFC function, and a “memory” factor
likely to reﬂect MTL function (Glisky et al. 1995; Mather et al.
1999; Prull et al. 2006; Glisky 2007). Thus, we expected that
low-executive OAs would show DTI-fMRI links mainly within
PFC, and low-memory OAs, mainly within MTL.
To specify the notion of “compensation,” we focused on
activations that could be directly associated with successful
source memory performance. Using event-related fMRI analyses, we measured “retrieval success activity” (RSA) deﬁned as
greater activity for source memory hits than source memory
misses. Then, we linked differences in RSA to differences in
the DTI measure fractional anisotropy (FA), which is reduced
with aging and indicative of white-matter decline.
We made 3 main predictions: 1) Low-executive OAs would
show greater RSA mainly within PFC, and low-memory OAs,
mainly within MTL; 2) low-executive OAs would show reduced
FA mainly within PFC, and low-memory OAs, mainly within
MTL; and 3) Linking DTI and fMRI ﬁndings, smaller FA values
would occur in white-matter regions connected to the graymatter areas showing increased RSA (over-recruitment), namely
PFC for low-executive OAs and MTL for low-memory OAs. Moreover, we predicted that the magnitude of FA and RSA would be
negatively correlated across OAs within the executive and
memory brain circuits (i.e., less wiring, more ﬁring).
Materials and Methods
Participants
Forty-nine OAs—screened for contraindications to MRI—participated
in the study. Four participants were excluded because of scanner
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The reliable neuroimaging ﬁnding that older adults often show
greater activity (over-recruitment) than younger adults is typically
attributed to compensation. Yet, the neural mechanisms of over-recruitment in older adults (OAs) are largely unknown. Rodent electrophysiology studies have shown that as number of afferent ﬁbers
within a circuit decreases with age, the ﬁbers that remain show
higher synaptic ﬁeld potentials (less wiring, more ﬁring). Extrapolating to system-level measures in humans, we proposed and tested the
hypothesis that greater activity in OAs compensates for impaired
white-matter connectivity. Using a neuropsychological test battery,
we measured individual differences in executive functions associated with the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and memory functions associated with the medial temporal lobes (MTLs). Using event-related
functional magnetic resonance imaging, we compared activity for
successful versus unsuccessful trials during a source memory task.
Finally, we measured white-matter integrity using diffusion tensor
imaging. The study yielded 3 main ﬁndings. First, low-executive OAs
showed greater success-related activity in the PFC, whereas lowmemory OAs showed greater success-related activity in the MTLs.
Second, low-executive OAs displayed white-matter deﬁcits in the
PFC, whereas low-memory OAs displayed white-matter deﬁcits in
the MTLs. Finally, in both prefrontal and MTL regions, white-matter
decline and success-related activations occurred in close proximity
and were negatively correlated. This ﬁnding supports the lesswiring-more-ﬁring hypothesis, which provides a testable account of
compensatory over-recruitment in OAs.

issues, leaving 45 remaining participants (20 males, 25 females). Their
average age was 69.7 (SD = 6.3), and average years of educations was
17.1 (SD = 2.1). Participants gave written informed consent and
received ﬁnancial compensation. All experimental procedures were
approved by the Duke University institutional review board.

Neuropsychological Assessment of Executive and Memory
Functions
We used a variety of tests from the CANTAB (http://www.
cambridgecognition.com) to create composite scores of executive
function (EF; De Luca et al. 2003; Saunders and Summers 2010; Chamberlain et al. 2011) and memory function (Wood et al. 2002; de Rover
et al. 2011). In keeping with factor analyses distinguishing executive
and memory factors (Glisky et al. 1995; Glisky 2007), our composite
executive score combined working memory, task switching, and processing speed measures and our composite memory score combined
recognition and recall episodic memory tests. To assess EF, we used
the intraextra dimensional set shift (IED), spatial span (SSP), spatial
working memory (SWM), reaction time (RTI), and rapid visual information processing (RVP) test scores. For assessing memory function,
we used the pattern recognition memory (PRM) and paired associates
learning (PAL) test scores. Composite executive and memory scores
were created by generating z-scores based on the performance on executive tasks (SWM total errors, SSP span length, IED pre-EDS errors,
IED EDS errors, RTI 5-choice RTI, RVP total hits) and memory scores
(PRM % correct; PAL total errors) tests (inverse for negative performance measures) across participants, and subsequently averaging these
z-scores for each individual participant. The resulting composite EF
scores ranged from z = −1.13 to z = 0.78, with a standard deviation of
0.46. The composite memory function (MF) scores ranged from
z = −3.4 to z = 1.09, with a standard deviation of 0.92.
Source Memory Task
Materials
Stimuli consisted of 440 English words with normative word frequencies
in the lexicon of 5–15 per million, M = 8.8 (3.1), and had a mean length
of M = 7.1 (2.3) letters (Kučera and Francis 1967). Unique study and test
lists were randomly generated for each participant and words were assigned to the following conditions: item (180), source (180), or item
lures (80 words—presented only at retrieval). There were 4 encoding
lists, each composed of 260 trials (50 words presented twice, and 40
words presented 4 times). At retrieval, there were 4 item test lists, each
consisting of 45 targets (studied words) and 20 lures (nonstudied
words), and 4 source test lists, each consisting of 45 studied words.
Encoding
Participants studied words outside the scanner. Words were presented
on a 19-inch computer monitor in black font on a gray background for
3 s with a 1-s intertrial interval using a PC with Cogent (http://www.
vislab.ucl.ac.uk/cogent_2000.php), a stimulus presentation toolbox
within MatLab (www.mathworks.com/products/matlab). Participants
made a “pleasant/unpleasant” judgment for half of the trials, and a
“bigger/smaller than a shoebox” judgment for the other half. For the
purpose of the present study, words that were encoded 2 or 4 times
were collapsed into one condition for the subsequent fMRI analysis.
Retrieval
Approximately 15 min after the encoding phase, participants were
placed in the MRI scanner and tested for their memory of the studied
items. There were 2 retrieval conditions, item and source retrieval.
During item retrieval scans, participants made old/new responses on a
4-point conﬁdence scale: deﬁnitely old, probably old, probably new,
and deﬁnitely new. During source retrieval scans, participants made
source judgments on a 4-point scale: deﬁnitely pleasant/unpleasant,
probably pleasant/unpleasant, probably bigger/smaller, and deﬁnitely
bigger/smaller. Four item and 4 source runs were presented in consecutive blocks to minimize the effects of task switching. Retrieval
stimuli were presented for 3 s, with a white crosshair presented for
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ﬁxation during the intertrial interval. Stimulus order and intertrial jitter
(range: 1–7 s) were determined by a genetic algorithm designed to
maximize statistical efﬁciency and facilitate deconvolution of the
hemodynamic response (Wager and Nichols 2003). Stimuli were presented via a mirror in the scanner head coil and a rear projection
system using a PC computer with Cogent. For the purpose of the
present study, only results from the source memory runs are reported.

Brain Measures
MRI Scanning
Participants were scanned on a 3-T gradient-echo scanner
(General Electric 3.0 Tesla Signa Excite HD short bore scanner,
equipped with an 8-channel head coil). Coplanar functional
images were acquired using an inverse spiral sequence
(64 × 64 matrix, time repetition [TR] = 1700 ms, time echo
[TE] = 31 ms, ﬁeld of view [FOV] 240 mm, 37 slices, 3.8-mm
slice thickness, 254 images). Using a spiral-in gradient-echo
sequence: slice order = interleaved, matrix = 642, FOV = 24 cm,
TR = 2000 ms, TE = 27 ms, sections = 34, thickness = 3.8 mm,
interscan spacing = 0, ﬂip angle = 60, SENSE reduction factor = 2).
Following functional imaging, a high-resolution SPGR series
(1-mm sections covering whole brain, interscan spacing = 0,
matrix = 2562, ﬂip angle = 30, TR = 22 ms, TE = min full,
FOV = 19.2 cm) was collected. Finally, DT MRI data were collected using a single-shot echo-planar imaging sequence
(TR = 1700 ms, slices = 50, thickness = 2.0 mm, FOV = 256 × 256
mm2, matrix size 128 × 128, voxel size = 2 mm3, b value = 1000 s/
mm2, diffusion-sensitizing directions = 25, total images = 960,
total scan time = 5 min). The anatomical MRI was acquired using
a 3D T1-weighted echo-planar sequence (matrix = 2562, TR = 12
ms, TE = 5 ms, FOV = 24 cm, slices = 68, slice thickness = 1.9 mm,
sections = 248). Scanner noise was reduced with ear plugs, and
head motion was minimized with foam pads. Total scan time,
including breaks and structural scans, was approximately 1 h 40
min. Behavioral responses were recorded with a 4-key ﬁber-optic
response box (Resonance Technology, Inc.), and when necessary, vision was corrected using MRI-compatible lenses that
matched the distance prescription used by the participant.
fMRI Analysis
Functional scans were processed using SPM5. The ﬁrst 4
images were discarded to allow for scanner equilibrium.
Images were corrected for asynchronous slice acquisition
(slice timing: reference slice = 17, TA = 1.97) and realigned to
the ﬁrst functional image within the series to correct for head
motion. For normalization, we used a study-speciﬁc template
created using uniﬁed segmentation and diffeomorphic image
registration (DARTEL) in SPM5 (Ashburner 2007). First, each
subject’s image was segmented into gray-matter, white-matter,
and cerebral spinal ﬂuid probabilistic images. The segmented
gray matter images were then normalized to MNI space using
the DARTEL procedure integrated in SPM5, involving diffeomorphic registration (Ashburner 2007), and resliced to a resolution of 3.75-mm isotropic resolution. DARTEL creates a
template that is representative of the brain size and shape of all
the participants (Harris et al. 2009). Normalized images were
subsequently smoothed with an 8-mm Gaussian kernel.
The hemodynamic response for each trial was modeled
using the canonical hemodynamic response function. Data
were high-pass ﬁltered using a cutoff of 128 s. Each trial type
(hit/miss, high/low conﬁdence, no response) was modeled

separately. To identify regions related to successful retrieval,
high conﬁdence hits (source hits) were contrasted to retrieval
misses (source misses) at an uncorrected threshold of
P < 0.001, and a minimum cluster size of 10 voxels (3.75 mm3)
using a random effects (RFX) analysis. EF and MF scores were
also modeled as independent variables in the RFX analysis to
distinguish and investigate individual differences in successful
retrieval activity related to MFs and EFs.
DTI Analysis
Diffusion-weighted data were analyzed using the University of
Oxford’s center for Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging of
the Brain (FMRIB) Software Library (FSL) package (www.fmrib.
ox.ac.uk/fsl). DTI data were corrected for eddy currents, and
the ﬁrst volume was used to generate a binary brain mask with
the Brain Extraction Tool (BET). DTIﬁt was used to ﬁt a diffusion tensor (a mathematical description of magnitude and directionality of the water molecule movement in 3D space) to each
voxel included in the brain mask. Diagonalization of the tensor
yielded 3 voxel-speciﬁc eigenvalues (λ1 > λ2 > λ3), which represent diffusivities along the 3 principal directions of the tensor.
Voxelwise maps of FA were yielded by this step, and were
brought into MNI space using Tract-Based Spatial Statistics
(TBBS; Smith et al. 2006). In accordance with the standard TBSS
pipeline, FA maps from all 45 subjects were nonlinearly normalized to the 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 FMRIB58_FA standard space whitematter template. Next, individually transformed FA images were
spatially smoothed with a 6-mm3 Gaussian ﬁlter.
In order to investigate the relation between individual differences in EF, memory function, and white matter connectivity, a
voxelwise analysis of the normalized FA maps, after masking
with the white matter template, was completed in a Linear
Regression model in SPM5 using executive and memory scores
as independent variables together in the same model similar to
the fMRI analysis and the FA maps as dependent variable
using a whole-brain threshold of P < 0.001, uncorrected, and a
cluster size of 50 1-mm3 voxels.

Results
Behavioral Results
Source memory accuracy was 0.73 ± 0.015, and RTs were 2.29
s ± 0.59 for source hits, and 2.46 ± 68 for source misses. EF and
MF scores were correlated (R = 0.39; P = 0.008). Importantly,
and as expected, both EF (R = 0.31, P = 0.04), and MF (R = 0.38,

P = 0.02) scores were signiﬁcantly correlated with source
memory accuracy across participants. Figure 1 shows the
scatter plots illustrating the correlations. This ﬁnding conﬁrms
the joint contribution of executive and memory factors to
explaining individual differences in episodic memory performance (Glisky et al. 1995; Glisky 2007).

fMRI: Low-Executive OAs Showed Greater RSA
in PFC, low-Memory OAs, in MTL
Table 1 lists all regions showing negative correlations between
EF and MF scores and RSA (source hits > source misses) in
terms of their T values in the fMRI analysis. Both EF and MF
factors were modeled together, parsing out their common
variance.
No region showed positive correlations between these
measures. Consistent with our “ﬁrst prediction,” low-executive
OAs showed greater RSA in PFC regions whereas low-memory
OAs showed greater RSA in MTL regions. Figure 2A,B displays
the actual correlations for each factor separately. As shown in
Figure 2A, EF scores were negatively correlated (R = −0.46;
P = 0.0015) with RSA in left dorsolateral PFC (BA 9). As displayed by Figure 2B, MF scores were negatively correlated
(R = −0.57; P = 0.00044) with RSA in the left hippocampus.
Table 1 also lists other regions showing negative RSA correlations with EF scores, including left anterior cingulate and
insular regions, and, the left thalamus with MF scores. Anterior
cingulate and insular regions have been associated with EFs
(Carter et al. 1999; Miller and Cohen 2001; Uddin et al. 2010)
and the thalamus with memory functions (Aggleton et al.
2010). Thus, even though these additional regions were not
part of our predictions, they support the validity of our executive (EF) and memory (MF) composite scores.
We should note that the correlations in PFC and MTL are
also driven by negative effects as shown in Figure 2A,B, which
seems incompatible with successful compensatory strategies.
However, these regions not only show retrieval success effects
(hit>miss), but also novelty effects (new>old) involved in
memory encoding, which occur relatively automatically
(Martin 1999). When an item seems completely unfamiliar,
these novelty effects may come to the fore. Thus, a reverse RSA
(miss>hit) may be interpreted as novelty response due to a
complete lack of familiarity with the item itself, which reﬂects
even worse memory as compared to a source miss.

Figure 1. (A) Positive correlation between executive function (EF) scores and source memory accuracy. (B) Correlation between memory function (MF) scores and source memory
accuracy.
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Table 1
Regions showing correlations between neuropsychological scores and retrieval success activity
Region

Side

BA

MNI
X

EF score correlations
Dorsolateral PFC
Ant. cingulate
Insula
MF score correlations
Hippocampus
Thalamus

RSA correlation
Y

Z

T value

Left
Left
Left

9
32
13

−30
−8
−34

11
11
−4

34
42
19

3.90
4.45
3.87

Left
Left

–
–

−23
−8

−19
−26

−8
4

4.23
4.75

DTI: Low-Executive OAs Showed Reduced White-Matter
Integrity in PFC, Low-Memory OAs in MTL
Consistent with our second prediction, low-executive OAs
showed reduced FA in PFC white-matter and low-memory
OAs, in MTL white-matter. The RFX analysis with FA as dependent variable and EF and MF scores as independent variables
showed signiﬁcant effects. Low EF scores were associated with
low FA in left (MNI xyz = −23, 8, 14; mean cluster T
value = 3.54) and right (MNI xyz = 22, 13, 15; mean cluster T
value = 3.47) “frontal lobe tracts.” The correlation between EF
scores and FA values in these PFC white matter (combined
over left and right) was highly signiﬁcant (R = 0.58,
P = 0.00003; Fig. 2C). Similarly, low MF scores were associated
with reduced FA in left (MNI xyz = −31, −21, −5; mean cluster
T value = 3.40) and right (MNI xyz = 32, −20, −4; mean cluster
T value = 3.46) “temporal lobe tracts.” The correlation between
MF scores and FA values in these temporal regions (combined
over left and right) was also highly signiﬁcant (R = 0.57;
P = 0.000044; Fig. 2D). Critically, we did not ﬁnd any other
white matter region associated with low (or high) executive or
memory scores. Thus, low-executive and low-memory scores
were selectively associated with PFC and MTL white-matter
tracts identiﬁed in Figure 2C,D. The fact that we found the
same pattern in both hemispheres further attests to the robustness of our ﬁndings.
The voxels from the Frontal FA tract predominantly represented the anterior thalamic radiation (63% of all tract
voxels) and to a lesser extent the superior longitudinal fasciculus (21%), and the forceps minor (21%). For the MTL FA tract,
voxels predominantly represented the inferior longitudinal
fasciculus (ILF, 55% of all tract voxels), as well as the uncinate
fasciculus (UF, 20%).
Linking DTI and fMRI: In Both PFC and MTL, FA was
Negatively Correlated with RSA
Finally, consistent with our “third prediction,” in both PFC and
MTL, the reduction in white-matter integrity (FA) was negatively correlated with the extent of success-related activity
(RSA). As illustrated by Figure 3A, FA in the frontostriatal
white-matter impaired low-executive OAs (Fig. 2A) was negatively correlated (R = −0.31; P = 0.019) with RSA in the dorsolateral PFC over-recruited by this group (Fig. 2C). Likewise, as
shown by Figure 3B, FA in the MTL white-matter region impaired in low-memory OAs (Fig. 2B) was negatively correlated
(R = −0.42; P = 0.0021) with RSA in the hippocampal region
over-recruited by this group (Fig. 2D). Thus, in line with
animal ﬁndings of brain connectivity (Barnes and McNaughton
1980; Burke and Barnes 2010), our ﬁndings indicate that
age-related over-recruitment in speciﬁc brain regions, PFC and
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MTL, reﬂects successful compensation for reduced whitematter connectivity within corresponding brain circuits,
frontal, and temporal respectively (less wiring, more ﬁring).

Discussion
In the current study, we investigated the hypothesis inspired
by rodent electrophysiology data (Barnes and McNaughton
1980; Burke and Barnes 2010) that over-recruitment in OAs
may compensate for white matter decline (less wiring, more
ﬁring). In our OA participants, we measured executive and
memory abilities using a neuropsychological battery, whitematter integrity using DTI, and success-related memory activity
using event-related fMRI. The study yielded 3 main ﬁndings.
First, low-executive OAs showed enhanced RSA in PFC, and
low-memory OAs, in MTL. Second, low-executive OAs displayed impaired white matter in PFC, and low-memory OAs, in
MTL. Finally, consistent with the less-wiring-more-ﬁring
hypothesis, in both PFC and MTL, white matter integrity and
RSA were negatively correlated. These 3 ﬁndings are discussed
in separate sections below.
fMRI: Low-Executive OAs Showed Greater RSA
in PFC, Low-Memory OAs, in MTL
Our ﬁrst ﬁnding was that low-executive OAs showed greater
success-related activity in PFC activity whereas low-memory
OAs showed greater success-related activity in MTL. Executive
scores were negatively correlated with RSA in left dorsolateral
PFC (Fig. 2A), while memory scores were negatively correlated
with RSA in the left hippocampus (Fig. 2B). This ﬁnding is consistent with previous fMRI studies showing over-recruitment in
low-performing OAs (Bookheimer et al. 2000; Daselaar et al.
2003; Dickerson et al. 2004; Duverne et al. 2009; Wang et al.
2009). In some of these studies, over-recruitment was found in
individuals with genetic markers of dementia (e.g., Bookheimer et al. 2000) or mild cognitive impairment (Dickerson et al.
2004), and was interpreted as reﬂecting compensation for incipient pathology. In contrast, in our study, as well as in other
studies (Daselaar et al. 2003; Duverne et al. 2009), the greater
activations were observed in OAs within the low-normal range
of performance suggesting that the compensatory mechanism
is not limited to clinical populations.
Our ﬁrst ﬁnding goes beyond available evidence in 2 important ways. First, we found PFC and MTL over-recruitment not
just for overall activity but for success-related activity. Whereas
greater overall activity could reﬂect a response to task demands,
the augmented RSA we observed demonstrate an additional
contribution of PFC and MTL to successful source memory
performance in low-performing OAs. The effect cannot be explained by differences in RTs because the contrast performed
within-participants was between hits and misses and the former
were faster than for the latter. This ﬁnding challenges the
common assumption in blocked positron emission tomography
(PET) and fMRI studies that over-recruitment in highperforming OAs reﬂected beneﬁcial processes whereas overrecruitment in low-performing OAs reﬂected detrimental
processes (e.g., dedifferentiation). By combining the study of
individual differences with event-related fMRI, we were able
to show that over-recruitment in low-performing OAs is not
necessarily detrimental and can be actually beneﬁcial for
performance in this group.

Figure 2. (A) Negative correlation between EF scores and retrieval success activity (RSA) in prefrontal cortex (PFC). (B) Negative correlation between MF scores and RSA in the
medial temporal lobe (MTL). (C) Positive correlation between EF scores and fractional anisotropy (FA) values in PFC. (D) Positive correlation between MF scores and FA values in
MTL.

Figure 3. (A) Negative correlation between FA values and RSA in PFC. (B) Negative correlation between FA values and RSA in MTL.

Second, whereas previous PET/fMRI studies on individual
differences among OAs generally focused on a single cognitive
dimension, we measured 2 dimensions, executive and memory
functions. We found a dissociation between the regions
showing over-recruitment, PFC or MTL. Many studies have
reported age-related over-recruitment in PFC (e.g., Daselaar
et al. 2003; Morcom et al. 2003; Grady et al. 2005) and a few
have reported it in MTL (Maguire and Frith 2003; Cabeza et al.

2004; Daselaar et al. 2006). However, this is the ﬁrst study
showing that whether one ﬁnds PFC or MTL over-recruitment
depends on whether one focuses on individual differences in
executive or memory functions. This ﬁnding is consistent with
a multi-factorial view of neurocognitive aging, which is also
supported by our second ﬁnding.
Before turning to the second ﬁnding, it is worth mentioning
that the concept of “compensation” is ambiguous and can lead
Cerebral Cortex 5

to incongruent predictions. As compensatory activity should
occur in those who need compensation the most, it is reasonable to predict over-recruitment in low-performing OAs (Bookheimer et al. 2000; Daselaar et al. 2003; Dickerson et al. 2004;
Duverne et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2009). Yet, since compensatory activity is assumed to enhance performance, it is also
reasonable to predict over-recruitment in high-performing
OAs (Cabeza et al. 2002; Rosen et al. 2002). To avoid these contradictory predictions, we have proposed the distinction
between attempted and successful compensation (Dennis and
Cabeza 2012). “Attempted compensation” refers to effort to
counteract insufﬁcient neural resources, and hence, it should
be greater for low- than high-performing OAs. In contrast,
“successful compensation” refers to a positive effect on performance, and hence, it should be greater for successful than
unsuccessful trials. We now believe successful compensation
should not be deﬁned in terms of individual differences (e.g.,
Cabeza et al. 2002) because an activation may enhance performance but the effect may not be powerful enough to offset
the original deﬁcit and alter the position of an individual
within the group. Taking advantage of event-related designs,
we believe it is better to deﬁne successful compensation in
terms of successful versus unsuccessful trials within the same
participant. That way it is possible to identify brain regions
associated with successful compensation also in low-performing
OAs, as in the current study.

DTI: Low-Executive OAs Showed Impaired White-Matter
in PFC, low-Memory OAs in MTL
Our second ﬁnding was that low-executive OAs showed impaired white matter within PFC, whereas low-memory OAs
showed white matter within MTL. Executive scores were positively correlated with FA in a frontostriatal white matter tract
(Fig. 2C), while memory scores were positively correlated with
FA in MTL tracts (inferior longitudinal fasciculi) in the vicinity
of the hippocampus (Fig. 2D). Both the PFC and MTL differences occurred bilaterally, speaking to the robustness of the
effects. While there is extensive evidence of white-matter
deterioration in OAs (Gunning-Dixon et al. 2009), very little
evidence is available regarding the localization of white-matter
deﬁcits mediating different aspects of cognitive aging. Most
DTI studies of aging have focused on a single cognitive
measure, such as executive (e.g., Grieve et al. 2007) or memory
function (e.g., Charlton et al. 2010), so comparisons between
the white-matter correlates of different cognitive measures are
very scarce (Sasson et al. 2012). The DTI tractography study by
Davis et al. (2009) found that executive scores in OAs correlated
with FA in anterior white-matter regions (e.g., UF, genu of
corpus callosum), whereas memory scores correlated with FA in
posterior white matter (e.g., posterior section of the ILF, splenium of corpus callosum). The current ﬁndings also show an
anterior–posterior difference but they localize the memory
effects to white-matter regions close the hippocampus.
Similar to our ﬁrst ﬁnding (fMRI), our second ﬁnding (DTI)
supports a multifactorial view of cognitive aging whereby
different forms of age-related cognitive decline and compensation are mediated by different neural mechanisms. This multifactorial view differs from views that emphasize a common
factor for age-related cognitive deﬁcits, such as processing
speed (Salthouse 1996) or sensory decline (Lindenberger and
Baltes 1994). Within the memory domain, our results support
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a 2-factor model which explains age-related memory deﬁcits in
terms of an executive/PFC factor and a memory/MTL factor. As
noted before, this 2-factor model has been supported by factor
analyses of neuropsychology test batteries (Glisky et al. 1995;
Glisky 2007). There is also evidence that a similar 2-factor
model can account for memory changes not only in old age
but also in childhood, providing a parsimonious view of
memory development across the lifespan (Shing et al. 2008).

DTI-fMRI: Impaired White-Matter is Associated with
Greater Success-Related Activity
Combining our ﬁrst 2 ﬁndings, our third result was that, both
within PFC and within MTL, white-matter deﬁcits were directly
associated with success-related activations. Within PFC, FA in a
frontostriatal white-matter tract was negatively correlated with
RSA in a nearby dorsolateral gray matter region (Fig. 3A).
Within MTL, FA in a temporal lobe tract was negatively correlated with RSA in a nearby hippocampal area (Fig. 3B). To our
knowledge, this is the ﬁrst neuroimaging evidence directly
linking impaired white matter and greater activity in OAs.
Our third ﬁnding is consistent with rodent electrophysiology evidence that an age-related decrease in the number of
afferent ﬁbers is coupled with greater neural ﬁring in the remaining synapses (Barnes and McNaughton 1980; Burke and
Barnes 2010). A reasonable interpretation of this ﬁnding is that
neurons compensate for an age-related loss of local connectivity with an increase in synaptic responsiveness (i.e., less
wiring, more ﬁring). Extrapolating this idea to system-level
measures in humans, we proposed the hypothesis that greater
activity in older OAs may compensate for a decline in whitematter integrity. Our third ﬁnding provides direct support to
this hypothesis: greater activations occurred not only in close
proximity to impaired white-matter regions but the 2 effects
were negatively correlated.
Although our ﬁnding is broadly consistent with the results
from rodent studies (Barnes and McNaughton 1980; Burke and
Barnes 2010), it is important to acknowledge that human neuroimaging and animal electrophysiology measure neural
activity and connectivity at very different scales. In terms of
neural activity, fMRI provides measure blood ﬂow changes
associated with activity of hundreds of neurons, whereas
single-cell recording can measure spikes in individual neurons
(Logothetis 2008). Regarding connectivity, DTI provides a
measure of the integrity of white-matter tracts between different brain regions, whereas staining techniques in rodent
studies allow visualization of direct ﬁber connections between
individual neurons. It is also important to acknowledge our
limited knowledge of how greater ﬁring of a reduced number
of ﬁbers translates into changes in fMRI activity. Although we
assumed a net increase in fMRI activity, it is unclear whether
the reduced number of ﬁbers would offset the greater ﬁring resulting in no net change in fMRI activity. However, we do ﬁnd
a clear negative coupling between FA and fMRI values, which
supports the less ﬁring, more wiring idea. The gap between
human neuroimaging and rodent electrophysiology could be
closed in the future by animal neuroimaging studies. At any
rate, our ﬁnding converges with the rodent electrophysiology
data on the basic idea that age-related connectivity deﬁcits may
lead to a compensatory increase in neuronal activity. Future
studies could investigate whether connectivity deﬁcits can be

ameliorated by enhancing neurotransmission using drugs
known to modulate age-related changes in brain activity.
Conclusion
In summary, in the current study, we investigated the hypothesis inspired by rodent electrophysiology that over-recruitment
in OAs may compensate for white matter decline (less wiring,
more ﬁring). We measured executive and memory abilities in
our OA participants using a neuropsychological battery, linked
executive, and memory scores to white-matter integrity
measured with DTI and to success-related memory activity
measured using event-related fMRI. The study yielded 3 main
ﬁndings. First, low-executive OAs showed enhanced successrelated activity in PFC, and low-memory OAs, in MTL. Second,
low-executive OAs displayed impaired white matter in PFC,
and low-memory OAs, in MTL. Finally, consistent with the lesswiring–more-ﬁring hypothesis, in both PFC and MTL, white
matter integrity and success-related activity were negatively
correlated. This hypothesis provides a testable account of the
unknown neural mechanisms for the common ﬁnding of
greater activations in OAs.
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